SEVEN CYCLES OF THE
LORD OF THE DAWN
THE RETURN OF
QUETZALCOATL

Descending curve of material destabilization due to increase in intensity of climax of 104,000-ton galactic density wave pulsation.

Ascending harmonic curve of spiritual re-integration focused synchronized intention to spiritually awaken the noosphere as a mental field of global coherence.

First 113-Day Cycle
Lord of Dawn Arises

Second 113-Day Cycle
Lord of Dawn Sets in Motion

Third 113-Day Cycle
Lord of Dawn Electrifies

Fourth 113-Day Cycle
Lord of Dawn Spectralizes his Form

Fifth 113-Day Cycle
Lord of Dawn Manifests Cosmic Radiance

Sixth 113-Day Cycle
Lord of Dawn Self-transforms

Seventh 113-Day Cycle
Lord of Dawn Self-transcends

7 113-DAY CYCLES - LORD OF THE DAWN

First 144-Day Cycle
Return of Sacred Power
Magnitize the Power

Second 144-Day Cycle
Return of Sacred Power
Stabilize the Power

Third 144-Day Cycle
Return of Sacred Power
Serve the Power

Fourth 144-Day Cycle
Return of Sacred Power
Give form to the Power

Fifth 144-Day Cycle
Return of Sacred Power
Radiate the Power

Sixth 144-Day Cycle
Return of Sacred Power
Equalize the Power

7 144-DAY CYCLES - RETURN OF SACRED POWER

Index of Increase of “Spiritual Energy Activating the Noosphere”
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